Background {#sec1_1}
==========

Population admixture (cryptic heterogeneity) represents a potentially serious problem in case-control association studies \[[@B1]\]. Allele frequencies tend to differ between countries and even between different regions in a single country \[[@B2],[@B3]\]. Disregarding such differences tends to inflate the χ^2^ association statistic \[[@B4]\], which 'sees' heterogeneity as a deviation from the null hypothesis of homogeneity. One of the first methods to deal with the deleterious effects of heterogeneity is genomic control (GC) \[[@B4]\], which assesses the extent of inflation of χ^2^ in terms of the GC factor, λ, and then divides each χ^2^ by λ. Additional methods have since been introduced, notably principal components analysis \[[@B5]\] and logistic regression with components of multidimensional scaling (MDS) as covariates \[[@B6]\]. Here, we propose a novel approach based on deleting individuals that appear as outliers. This approach specifically addresses the situation of a relatively small number of individuals that do not belong to the main portion of the study sample.

Outlier Removal Method {#sec1_2}
======================

It is intuitive that one way to deal with heterogeneity is to remove individuals not belonging to a sample. Such an approach might be seen as more appropriate than 'punishing' all individuals by rolling back all test statistics as it is done in the GC method. However, removing outliers has to be carried out in a statistically satisfactory manner. To decide how many and which individuals to remove, we proceed as follows: based on the commonly used identity by state (IBS) metric, similarity between two individuals is defined as the IBS between two individuals, averaged over all SNPs. In the coordinate system of the *c* largest MDS components (here we use *c* = 4 throughout), each individual is at some distance from the center. That individual with the largest distance from the center is considered a potential outlier.

Initially, the Pearson χ^2^ is computed in a 2 × 2 contingency table for each SNP, where the two rows correspond to cases and controls, and the two columns represent the SNP alleles. After retaining the p value, *p*~0~, for the largest χ^2^ over all the SNPs, the first potential outlier is removed and another largest χ^2^ is computed (at whatever SNP in the genome it occurs) leading to *p*~1~, and so on. We proceed until a predefined maximum number, *M*, of individuals has been removed. The sequence of p values (*p*~0~, *p*~1~, ..., *p*~*M*~) initially either decreases (*p*~0~ \> *p*~1~) or increases (*p*~0~ \< *p*~1~). In the first case, assume that the smallest p value, *p*~min~, among the *M* + 1 values occurs at step *k*, that is, after *k* outliers have been removed. We then take *T* = *p*~min~ as our overall test statistic. In the latter case, we search for the first (local) minimum p value, *T*, or, if none occurs, we retain *T* = *p*~*M*~, with *T* again being our test statistic. In each of a sufficiently large set of randomization samples (labels case and control are randomly permuted), the whole approach is repeated, and we obtain the significance level associated with *T* as the proportion of randomization samples with *T* values at least as small as the observed *T*. Note that there may be a different SNP with largest χ^2^ in different steps of outlier removal.

The technique of finding the smallest p value among several model assumptions and obtaining the (genome-wide) significance level associated with this smallest p value is not new. We previously applied this principle in comparing disease association of sets of SNPs, where each set contains different numbers of SNPs. This has led to our *Set Association* method \[[@B7]\], which is more powerful than SNP by SNP analysis \[[@B8],[@B9]\] and has successfully been applied in various studies \[[@B10],[@B11],[@B12]\].

By design, our approach always removes at least one individual. In this sense, it furnishes trimmed results. Trimming is well known in classical statistics as a procedure for eliminating outliers \[[@B13],[@B14]\]. In particular, such methods have been developed for small numbers of outlying observations \[[@B15]\]. Here we apply this principle to case-control association studies.

Power Simulations {#sec2_1}
-----------------

For a simple power comparison, we assume a total of 1,000 independent SNPs, with the last SNP conferring disease susceptibility. We further assume a total sample size of 200 individuals, of which 10 are outliers. The 190 non-outliers are equally divided into cases and controls while we consider 3 scenarios for the 10 outliers: (1) 5 cases and 5 controls, (2) 2 cases and 8 controls, and (3) no cases and 10 controls, where the latter scenario represents the (perhaps common) situation that controls tend to be chosen from a different population segment than that furnishing cases. For the 999 non-disease SNPs with alleles *A* and *B*, allele frequencies P(*A*) are randomly picked between 0.10 and 0.50 for non-outliers, and between 0.10 and 0.90 for outliers (for details, see online suppl. material; for all online suppl. material, see [www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000320422](http://www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000320422)).

The disease (functional) SNP has alleles *D* and *d*, with the former conferring disease susceptibility. Its allele frequency, P(*D*), is set to 0.30 in non-outliers and is chosen randomly from 0.10 through 0.90 in outliers. Genotype frequencies are given according to the Hardy Weinberg equilibrium. We consider dominant and recessive inheritance, with *h* denoting the penetrance for non-susceptibility genotypes, while the penetrance for disease conferring genotypes is given by *rh*. Disease prevalence is taken to be 1%. Power to detect the disease SNP is computed as a function of the penetrance ratio, *r* = *rh*/*h*, where *r* = 1 represents the null hypothesis of no genetic effect. The maximum number of outliers to be removed is set at *M* = 20 (10% of the sample size of 200).

We compare the following 4 test procedures, where each is applied to the disease SNP. The remaining SNPs are independent of the disease SNP.

1.  Pearson-GC: This 1 d.f. Pearson χ^2^ test with GC correction, that is, all χ^2^ are divided by the GC parameter, λ, where λ = observed median χ^2^ for all SNPs divided by the median of the χ^2^ distribution with 1 d.f. (0.456).

2.  Logistic: Logistic regression analysis for each SNP in turn, additive allele test (1 d.f.). This test has no provision for addressing the heterogeneity problem.

3.  Logistic-MDS: Logistic regression analysis (1 d.f.) with the largest 4 MDS components as covariates. The latter are determined on the basis of all SNPs.

4.  Outliers: Our approach for removing individuals that extremely deviate from the center in an MDS coordinate space.

At *r* = 1, for each of the 4 methods, 5,000 datasets are generated under dominant and recessive inheritance, and critical thresholds for the test statistics are chosen such that the resulting significance level (proportion of significant results) is exactly equal to 0.05. Resulting thresholds are then used to estimate power at penetrance ratios *r* \> 1.

Results {#sec1_3}
=======

Power of the different analysis methods was somewhat dependent on model assumptions, but the Logistic-MDS method overall did best, followed by our Outliers method. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows results for dominant inheritance and outliers consisting of 2 cases and 8 controls (all results of power simulations are given in online suppl. table [S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); these results are fairly typical of the overall picture. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows power figures in graphical form.

We combined results for each value of *r* and 6 model assumptions (dominant/recessive, 3 splits of cases versus controls in outliers) and computed average power over these 36 conditions (online suppl. table [S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As the last row of table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows, this ranking makes the Logistic-MDS method the winner, closely followed by our Outliers method. This power simulation is rather simple and is mainly designed to demonstrate that our Outliers method is competitive. In particular, only one disease SNP was assumed and any significant result is a true positive. Additional power simulations are provided in the online supplementary material, for example, for a trait influenced by two susceptibility loci and for different population structures. The Pearson-GC method presumably suffers from the potentially severe protection from false-positive results. In fact, computing p values from χ^2^ tables for the Pearson-GC method leads to type I errors much smaller than 0.05 (details not shown) but, as mentioned, in our simulations the type I error was constant for all methods.

Analyzing a Published Dataset {#sec2_2}
-----------------------------

To demonstrate our Outliers method, we applied it and the 3 other approaches discussed here to a published dataset on Parkinson disease with approximately 540 case and control individuals and approximately 408,000 SNPs genome wide \[[@B16]\]. To make results comparable and allow for genome-wide correction for multiple testing, p values were estimated in permutation samples. In this analysis, we applied the standard Pearson χ^2^ test without GC correction.

As table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows, the Outliers method furnished the smallest p value of 0.076, which is not formally significant, although nearly so. The smallest nominal p value in the Outliers method was obtained after 3 individuals had been removed as outliers (fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The significance level associated with this smallest p value is estimated to be 0.076. Without removing outliers, the p value of the largest test statistic (χ^2^) is equal to 0.120. Thus, the Outliers method resulted in a considerable improvement, although it did not furnish a significant result. If, for argument\'s sake, we transform p values into χ^2^ with 2 d.f. \[[@B17]\], we find χ^2^ of *c*~1~ = 5.15 for p = 0.076, and *c*~2~ = 4.24 for p = 0.120. As χ^2^ is proportional to sample size, the ratio, *c*~1~/*c*~2~ = 1.22, reflects a virtual gain of 22% in sample size obtained by our method. Of course, this argument is artificial since we do not know whether these p values reflect true or false positives.

Discussion {#sec1_4}
==========

So-called 'obvious' outliers are often removed in an ad-hoc manner, and there may not be good statistical justifications for doing so. In particular, if outliers are removed by trial and error, that is, if they are removed only when this leads to a reduction in p value, then such a procedure clearly tends to increase the false-positive rate of results. Here, we developed a statistically rigorous procedure for removing outliers while maintaining correct type I error.

We carried out additional power simulations under various conditions and also analyzed one more real dataset. All these results may be found in the online supplementary material. These simulations confirm our conclusions based on results shown in table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; they also show that the Outliers method often does best with recessive modes of inheritance. In addition, at least in the two real datasets analyzed here, for the best SNPs, the Outliers method yields the smallest p values.

As is well known, an alternative to removing outliers is to allow for them in the analysis, which may be done by including principal components as covariates in logistic regression analysis \[[@B5]\]. The two approaches may do equally well in practice, although our power calculations have given the logistic regression approach (with MDS components) a slight advantage.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### 

Supplemental Data

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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![Power of 4 analysis methods as a function of the penetrance ratio, *r* (based on results in table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).](hhe0070-0227-f01){#F1}

![For Parkinson disease dataset, minimum p values obtained with given numbers of outliers removed.](hhe0070-0227-f02){#F2}

###### 

Power of 4 association analysis methods as a function of the penetrance ratio, r, for a dominant disease model

                  Pearson-CG   Logistic   Logistic-MDS   Outliers
  --------------- ------------ ---------- -------------- ----------
  r = 1.0         0.050        0.050      0.050          0.050
  r = 1.5         0.132        0.149      0.232          0.176
  r = 2.0         0.392        0.427      0.557          0.463
  r = 2.5         0.615        0.663      0.777          0.685
  r = 3.0         0.761        0.804      0.894          0.817
  r = 3.5         0.853        0.887      0.941          0.891
  r = 4.0         0.906        0.934      0.970          0.938
  Average power   0.513        0.512      0.594          0.572
  Rank            3            4          1              2

The number of outliers is 10 (2 cases, 8 controls), and the number of non-outliers is 190. The last two rows show average power over 36 model conditions (shown in online suppl. table [S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and resulting ranking.

###### 

Analysis results for a published dataset of Parkinson Disease

  Logistic-MDS   Logistic                                                                            
  -------------- ------------ ----------- ---------- ------- ---- ----------- ----------- ---------- -------
  4              rs6826751    68262621    1.73E-06   0.232   4    rs6826751   68262621    2.46E-06   0.258
  4              rs2242330    68276015    5.64E-06   0.590   4    rs2242330   68276015    6.05E-06   0.569
  4              rs3775866    68272946    1.03E-05   0.827   4    rs3775866   68272946    1.11E-05   0.831
  4              rs355477     68225291    1.83E-05   0.970   16   rs4888984   78066835    1.30E-05   0.877
  4              rs355461     68209490    1.87E-05   0.972   4    rs355477    68225291    1.63E-05   0.935
  4              rs355506     68214848    1.87E-05   0.972   10   rsl480597   44481115    1.67E-05   0.940
  10             rsl480597    44481115    1.92E-05   0.973   4    rs355461    68209490    1.73E-05   0.948
  5              rsl0053056   96069176    1.92E-05   0.973   4    rs355506    68214848    1.73E-05   0.948
  1              rsl887279    180641817   1.94E-05   0.974   1    rsl887279   180641817   1.83E-05   0.954
  16             rs4888984    78066835    1.95E-05   0.974   4    rs355464    68207890    1.91E-05   0.959

  Outliers (3 removed)   Pearson-GC                                                                         
  ---------------------- ------------ ---------- ---------- ------- --- ------------ ----------- ---------- -------
  4                      rs6826751    68262621   2.35E-07   0.076   4   rs6826751    68262621    5.51E-07   0.120
  4                      rs2242330    68276015   1.74E-06   0.477   4   rs2242330    68276015    3.33E-06   0.602
  4                      rs355464     68207890   4.00E-06   0.775   4   rs355464     68207890    7.28E-06   0.868
  4                      rs355461     68209490   4.04E-06   0.778   4   rs355461     68209490    7.33E-06   0.871
  4                      rs355506     68214848   4.04E-06   0.778   4   rs355506     68214848    7.33E-06   0.871
  4                      rs355477     68225291   4.11E-06   0.780   4   rs355477     68225291    7.47E-06   0.879
  4                      rs3775866    68272946   4.52E-06   0.815   4   rs3775866    68272946    7.88E-06   0.890
  4                      rsll946612   68164737   4.56E-06   0.817   4   rsll946612   68164737    8.27E-06   0.901
  4                      rsl497430    68186580   4.56E-06   0.817   4   rsl497430    68186580    8.27E-06   0.901
  4                      rs9312181    68165345   5.40E-06   0.871   1   rsl887279    180641817   9.27E-06   0.922

ch = Chromosome; pos = position; p~nom~ = nominal p value; Pp~er~m = P value from permutation samples, corrected for multiple testing, 1,000 permutations.
